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Chapter 1541

After receiving a clear reply, Lu Chen’s face did not show any joy, but more solemnity.

Since the person in the Forbidden City dared to agree, he must be sure.

But he always felt that there was something strange about this matter.

The closer he got to the truth, the more uneasy he became.

He didn’t even understand where this uneasiness came from.

It seems to be intuition, but also seems to be my own random thoughts.

“That’s all, the boat will be straight when it reaches the bridge.”

Lu Chen shook his head and got rid of distracting thoughts.

Just when he was about to go back to his room to rest, his cell phone suddenly rang. It

was Yin Tao’s call.

“Hey, Miss Yin, what’s the matter?”

Lu Chen glanced at the sky and found that the surroundings had darkened.

“Miss Yin? Hum… I’m sorry, you guessed wrong.”

Suddenly, a low and hoarse voice rang on the phone.

“Um?”

Lu Chen frowned: “Who are you? Why do you have Miss Yin’s mobile phone?”



“It doesn’t matter who I am. What’s important is that your sweetheart is in my hands

now. If you don’t want anything to happen to her, come to Guan Gong Temple in the

north of the city immediately. Oh, by the way, you’d better act fast. These brothers of

mine have already I’m so hungry and thirsty. If I’m late, I can’t guarantee they won’t do

anything extraordinary.” The voice smiled sinisterly.

“I warn you not to mess around. If you dare to hurt Miss Yin, I promise to make you pay

a thousand times the price!” Lu Chen said solemnly.

“Haha… Then let’s see if you have this ability? I’ll wait for you here at the Guan Gong

Temple in the north of the city. Remember, you have to come alone.”

After a burst of evil laughter, the call was hung up.

Chase Lu didn’t hesitate, immediately drove the car and headed straight for his

destination.

It was obvious that the person on the phone was here for him.

The people who have become enemies with him recently are Wang Zixuan, Feng

Miaozhu, Song Yingming, Tan Hong, and Mu Anxiang.

Song Yingming should not dare to mess around again since he was frightened.

As for Tan Hong, her hand was broken in Prince Mu’s Mansion the day before yesterday,

and she is probably still lying in the hospital. Obviously, she doesn’t have this intention.

Then the man behind the scenes should be one of the few remaining people.

But no matter who it is, the other party’s behavior has already touched the bottom line,

and he will never show mercy.



Forty minutes later.

Chase Lu drove into the slums in the northern suburbs of the city.

The Guan Gong Temple happens to be built in a slum.

There are mixed fish and dragons here, bandits are rampant, and it is a place for many

gray transactions.

Some ruthless people who have committed crimes will also hide in the slums.

It is not an exaggeration to say that this place has almost become a no-nonsense zone.

Burning, killing and looting Gayaozi is commonplace.

Anyone who has no skills dare not enter this dangerous zone.

People like Lu Chen who drove into the slums openly and openly were obviously novices

who didn’t know the rules.

As soon as it appeared, it was targeted by people from all walks of life as prey.

Slums have always been easy to get in but hard to get out.

Finally, a prey appeared, and some underground gangs were already ready to move.

Lu Chen ignored the malicious eyes around him, but drove straight to the gate of Guan

Gong Temple.

Guan Gong Temple is located in the center of the slum.

The place where the incense was once at its peak has become a bit dilapidated now.



Fortunately, it has a large area and a good location, plus there is a mighty statue of Guan

Gong inside.

Because of the influence of certain feelings, many gang members admire it very much.

Gradually, this became the core of the slum.

Most of the people who can come and go here are prominent figures in the slums.

“Hey! What are you doing?!”
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As soon as Lu Chen got out of the car, he was blocked by two men with flower arms at

the gate of the temple.

“Keep your appointment.”

Lu Chen spoke coldly.

“Search yourself first!”

The two men with flowery arms couldn’t help but started groping around on Lu Chen’s

body.

Lu Chen didn’t resist, and stood still very cooperatively.

Before Yin Tao’s safety is confirmed, it is not appropriate to act rashly.

“Okay, let’s go in.”

The two flower-armed men searched for a while, and after confirming that Lu Chen was

not carrying a weapon, they gave way to the road.



Lu Chen said nothing and walked straight into Guan Gong Temple.

At this moment, inside Guan Gong Temple.

A middle-aged man with a shirtless upper body, big arms and a full beard, was leading a

group of younger brothers, happily eating roasted whole lamb.

The table is also filled with all kinds of fine wines.

A group of people ate meat and drank heavily, looking very chic and at ease.

On one side of the corner, Yin Tao was blindfolded and tied tightly to the stone pillar.

Its hot body becomes more sexy and attractive after being outlined by ropes.

The eyes of a group of gang members glowed, ready to move.

“Boss, this girl is really hot, my little brother has already raised his head, can you let me

have a good time first?”

A bald man was digging out his crotch, with a wicked smile on his face, his eyes kept

looking at Yin Tao’s plumpness.

“I haven’t even enjoyed it yet, are you in a hurry?” the bearded man said angrily.

“Boss, aren’t I anxious? I haven’t vented my anger for a long time. As long as you let me

have fun first, I will hand over all the commissions this time!” the bald man said

impatiently.

“Oh? Seriously?” The bearded man raised his eyebrows.

This meat ticket is worth a lot of money, and the price offered by the benefactor is also

very generous.



It is estimated that hundreds of thousands are distributed to each brother.

Spending hundreds of thousands on a woman, this guy is really willing to spend his

money.

“Seriously! With so many brothers here, how can I go back on my word?” The bald man

scratched his crotch again, looking very anxious.

It would be rare for him to meet such a top-notch beauty in his life.

Not to mention spending some money, he would be willing to do it even if it cost him

half his life.

“Okay, you look like you’ve been holding it in for a long time, so I’ll let you play with it

first, but remember, don’t damage it. I can sell it for a good price afterwards.” The

bearded man warned.

“no problem!”

The bald man smiled evilly and quickly walked towards Yin Tao.

As he walked, he was taking off his clothes anxiously, and he quickly took off all his

clothes.

“Beauty, here I come!”

The bald man raised his head and rushed forward excitedly.

I saw him grabbing Yin Tao’s skirt and pulling hard.

“Kacha!”

Most of the long skirt was torn off, revealing two white thighs and looming lace panties.



“What are you doing? Stop it!”

Yin Tao, whose face was covered, panicked and threatened repeatedly: “I am a member

of the Yin family. If you dare to mess around, the Yin family will never let it go!”

“Hehe… let alone the Yin family, even if you are the daughter of a wealthy family, I will

still take your photo today!”

The bald man became even more excited, and violently tore Yin Tao’s clothes with his

hands.

Seeing that it was almost done, he was about to take a step further.

“Whoosh!”

A white light suddenly flashed, and the bald man felt a chill down below.

When he looked down, he was stunned on the spot.

Because he discovered that his little brother had fallen to the ground at some point!
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“Um?”

Looking at the gadget that fell to the ground, and then at his cold crotch, the bald man
was stunned.

His eyes widened and he couldn’t believe it.

What just happened? Why did my chicken break?

“Uh-huh!”

After a brief moment of daze, the bald man immediately let out a shrill scream.



His legs were weak and he collapsed to the ground, with blood flowing down his lower
body. It was too horrible to see.

“Ah! My chicken! My chicken!”

The bald man howled in pain and rolled on the ground.

The sudden movement startled everyone.

“Second brother! What’s going on?!”

The bearded man immediately stood up and asked.

“My chicken is gone! Someone cut off my chicken!”

The bald man wailed as he picked up his bloody little brother from the ground and raised
it above his head as a display.

“Fuck! Who did this? How dare you hurt my brother Kun? Get out of here!”

The bearded man stared and looked around.

The other boys also drew their knives and started to be on guard.

“it’s me.”

Lu Chen slowly walked into the temple door with a cold face.

There were about twenty or thirty people gathered inside the temple, all of them gang
members who were robbing homes and houses.

Because he can’t live in the city, he can only dominate in the slums.

“Boy! Are you just Lu Chen?”

The bearded man looked him up and down.

The sponsor had given him a photo before, so he could identify him quickly.

“That’s right.”



Lu Chen glanced left and right, and said coldly: “Who are you? How dare you kidnap
Miss Yin?”

“To tell you the truth, I am the leader of the Black Bear Gang, and these are my
brothers!”

The bearded man said sharply: “Someone bought your life with a lot of money, today,
you must die here!”

“Who ordered you to do this?” Chase Lu asked.

“Want to know?” The bearded man sneered, “I’ll tell you after you die!”

“I’m giving you a chance. As long as you confess who is behind the scenes, I can spare
your life.” Lu Chen looked indifferent.

“Spare our lives?”

The bearded man looked around and couldn’t help laughing: “Boy, do you have a brain
problem? You are only one person, and there are twenty or thirty of us. How can you
fight with us?”

“Lengtouqing, who doesn’t know how to live or die, really thinks that our Black Bear
Gang is vegetarian?”

The rest of the younger brothers also sneered, looking like idiots.

The Black Bear Gang is definitely one of the top three gangs in the slums.

There are more than a hundred members in the gang. Although they did not come out in
full force today, the ones sent out are basically elites.

Plus this is their territory, isn’t it easy to deal with a brat?

“So, you don’t want to say anything?” Lu Chen’s eyes grew colder.

“Say you have paralysis! Let me chop him to death!” The bearded man waved his hand
and gave the order directly.

He knows one thing very well, the villain dies because of talking too much, if he can do
it, he will never force him.



“superior!”

Without saying a word, the members of the Black Bear Gang drew their swords and
rushed forward.

“Seek death!”

Lu Chen snorted coldly, no longer showing mercy.

He raised his hand, and a half-moon-shaped white sword light slashed out in an instant.

“Whoosh!”

The white light was like a death’s scythe, directly penetrating the bodies of all the Black
Bear Gang disciples with lightning speed.
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Halfway through the rush, the Black Bear Gang disciples froze on the spot, as if they

were petrified.

In the next second, there was only a burst of “bang bang bang”.

The bodies of all the Black Bear Gang members began to explode one by one like

inflated rubber balls.

For a moment, stumps and broken arms flew across, blood spattering everywhere.

The entire Guan Gong Temple was covered with a layer of blood mist.

“ah?!”

Seeing this scene, the bearded man was so frightened that the cigarette in his mouth fell

into a pool of blood.



All… all dead?

With just one move, brothers No. 20 and 30 all exploded and died. Are they still human?

This is simply a devil!

The sponsor is not giving them a task, but asking them to die!

“How could this be? Who is this person?!”

At this moment, the bald man couldn’t care less about the pain, and his face was full of

fear.

They thought it was just an ordinary murder and robbery, and with the backing of the

sponsor’s father, there should be no problem.

Unexpectedly, the target they had to deal with was so powerful.

Just by raising your hand, people can be annihilated into ashes. It’s simply terrifying!

Inside the temple, blood mist filled the air and body parts were everywhere.

But Lu Chen standing at the door was dressed in white and spotless.

Those indifferent eyes were like gods overlooking all living beings, without any emotion.

“Now, it’s your turn.”

Lu Chen slowly raised his head, his eyes piercing the bearded man.

The bearded man trembled in fright, kept backing away, and panicked: “You…don’t

come here, if you dare to approach, I will kill her immediately!”

After saying that, he immediately took out the knife and put it on Yin Tao’s neck.



With the hostage in hand, he felt a little more at ease.

“Whoosh!”

Lu Chen didn’t waste any time. He swung his sword forward, and another white light

shot out, instantly cutting off the bearded man’s arm.

“Clang!”

The bearded man had a knife in his hand and dropped it to the ground.

“Uh-huh!”

After a slight start, the bearded man hugged his severed arm and let out a shrill scream.

In the face of absolute strength, the so-called threat is just a joke.

“I’ll give you two another chance. Whoever can answer my question first will survive.

Otherwise, he will end up like these corpses.”

Chase Lu’s cold eyes glanced at the bald man and the bearded man respectively.

The two looked at each other in panic.

“Let me ask you, who ordered you to kidnap Miss Yin? And who set up such a trap?” Lu

Chen asked coldly.

As soon as these words came out, the two fell silent.

The financial backers behind the scenes are very powerful, and if they are revealed, they

may not be able to escape disaster.



Of course, the most important thing is that they are not sure whether Chase Lu means

what he says.

“Second brother, don’t be fooled, even if we tell him, he won’t let us go, we Black Bear

Gang members must not be spineless, we must die!” the bearded man shouted.

“That’s right! Die as soon as you die, and kill me if you have the ability. Eighteen years

later, I will be a hero again!”

“If you don’t want to tell me, then go to hell.”

Lu Chen was too lazy to talk nonsense and raised his hand to kill someone.

“etc!”

The bearded man’s eyelids twitched in fright, and he said again and again: “I said, I

said… I said everything. It was Mu Anxiang who ordered us to do it. I just obeyed orders.

Please also open the Daxia website. On the one hand, let me live!”

“ah?”

As soon as these words came out, the bald man was dumbfounded on the spot.

After working on it for a long time, it turned out that the clown was actually me.
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Seeing his boss trembling out so quickly, the bald man felt like thousands of idiots were

rushing through his heart.

Didn’t you say you have to have a backbone?

Didn’t you say you were going to die?



Why did your mother change her mind as soon as she turned her head?

You have a chance to live, so what should I do?

“Boss, did you agree to return the house together? Why did you suddenly rebel?” The

bald man looked shocked.

“Second brother, don’t blame me. I have an elder and a younger one, so I can’t die.

Besides, you are already a useless person. There is no point in living. I will take good

care of your younger siblings for you. You can go without worry.” The man said

seriously.

“You piece of shit! You don’t have martial ethics! Go to hell!”

The bald man became angry, pulled out the knife from his waist, and stabbed the bearded

man.

The bearded man reacted quickly, picked up the bricks on the ground, and covered the

bald man’s head directly.

“Boom!”

There was a muffled sound.

The bricks shattered, the bald man’s forehead bloomed, blood flowed, and he fell to the

ground in a daze.

However, the bearded man did not stop, and kept hitting the bald man on the back of the

head with half a brick in his hand.

“Go to hell! Go to hell!”



The beard fell down again and again, with a fierce expression.

Soon, the bald man lost his breath completely, and his whole head was like a broken

watermelon, red and white bleeding all over the floor.

Just in case, after smashing him, the bearded man picked up the knife and stabbed his

sworn brother in the heart several times.

He didn’t finally give up until he was sure that the other party was too dead to die.

“You are so ruthless if you even kill your own brother.” Lu Chen said calmly.

“Anyone who doesn’t do it for himself will be punished by heaven and earth. Either he

dies or I die. If I go out to hang out, I should have had this consciousness a long time

ago.” The bearded man panted.

“You just said that Mu Anxiang ordered you to do all this, so where is he now?” Lu Chen

was too lazy to talk nonsense and got to the point.

“I don’t know about that. How could he tell us thugs the whereabouts of a big shot like

him?” The bearded man shook his head.

“How did you get in touch?” Chase Lu asked again.

“It’s Mu Anxiang’s subordinate. He contacted us with his mobile phone. After we finish

the task, we only need to take a photo and send it to us, and then we can get paid. There is

no need to meet in person. First, it is convenient, and second, it is safe.” The bearded man

told the truth. replied.

“That’s quite thoughtful.” Lu Chen narrowed his eyes slightly.

It can be seen that this is not the first time that the two parties have cooperated.



Mu Anxiang has long been familiar with such things as paying for murder.

It’s a pity that Mu Anxiang overestimated himself and underestimated him.

“Hero, I’ve said everything I need to say, can I go now?”

The bearded man forced a smile: “My arm is broken, and the bleeding needs to be

stopped in time. I have to go to the hospital quickly, otherwise my life will be in danger.”

“Don’t worry about that, I can help you.” Lu Chen said lightly.

“Oh? Does the hero know medical skills?” the bearded man asked tentatively.

“Understand a little.”

As Lu Chen said, he pointed at the eyebrows of the bearded man.

“boom!”

With a bang, the bearded man’s head, as if hit by a bullet, blasted a hole on the spot.

“You — you don’t keep your word!”
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The bearded man shuddered, threw his head back and fell down, dying with his eyes

open.

“I have no credibility with rubbish like you.” Lu Chen responded coldly.

Then, he crossed the body and walked to Yin Tao, untied her, and at the same time took

off the black cloth covering her face, and asked softly: “Miss Yin, are you not injured?”



“I’m fine. Fortunately, you arrived in time, otherwise I would have been tainted by these

beasts today.” Yin Tao let out a long sigh of relief.

Although she has seen many big scenes, this is the first time she has experienced

something like today.

With such a group of hungry wolves in the stall, if Lu Chen hadn’t rescued her, not only

would she have been played with today, but she would have probably been sold abroad as

goods afterwards.

Until then, life will truly be worse than death.

“I’m sorry, it was all me who hurt you.” Lu Chen blamed himself.

It was because he offended Mu Anxiang that the other party threatened Yin Tao with the

knife.

“What nonsense are you talking about? We are partners, we share blessings and share

difficulties, right?”

Cherry smiled indifferently: “Besides, this is Mu Anxiang’s fault, what does it have to do

with you? We should find a way to see how to overcome this difficulty.”

“Leave Mu Anxiang’s matter to me, you don’t have to worry about it,” Lu Chen said.

“Little handsome boy, what are you going to do?” Yin Tao asked tentatively.

“Of course – eradicate the root cause!” Lu Chen said coldly.

“What?”



Hearing this, Yin Tao couldn’t help being startled: “Little handsome boy, please don’t

mess around. Mu Anxiang is Prince Mu’s adopted son. He has amazing power. We can’t

afford to offend him. If you kill him, we will definitely be in trouble.” Disaster is

coming!”

“Don’t worry, I will do it neatly and without arousing suspicion.”

Lu Chen said calmly: “Besides, even if I don’t take action, he will never let us go.

Today’s behavior is the best example. Instead of being worried all day long, it is better to

pre-emptively strike and avoid future troubles!”

“This…” Yin Tao frowned and began to think deeply.

Mu Anxiang is indeed notorious in the shopping mall and will do anything to achieve his

goals.

I don’t know how many times I have done this kind of kidnapping and murder.

Once you are targeted by this poisonous snake, you will have to shed your skin even if

you die.

Do you really want to take the risk and give it a try?

“Miss Yin, there is no need to worry. This matter has nothing to do with you. Even if

there is any accident, I will take care of it.” Lu Chen promised.

“What? Look down on me? We promised to share the blessings and hardships together.

How can I stand by and watch when something like this happens?”

Yin Tao said seriously: “Tell me, what do you need from me? I will definitely help you!”



“You don’t have to do anything now. Go back and have a good sleep. If anything

happens, we’ll discuss it tomorrow.” Lu Chen smiled.

“Little handsome boy, I’m serious. You must never take risks alone. If anything happens

to you, I will be very sad.” Yin Tao said in a serious tone.

“I understand, let’s go, I’ll take you home first.”

Lu Chen smiled slightly and without saying much, supported Yin Tao and walked out of

Guan Gong Temple.

At this moment, many people had gathered outside Guan Gong Temple.

When they saw Lu Chen coming out safe and sound, everyone’s expressions changed and

they dispersed.

They all knew that the Black Bear Gang had business to do today, and they specially

gathered the elites of the gang to prepare to kill the prey.

The screams inside had already explained the problem.

However, no one expected that the last person to walk out of the door would be Lu Chen,

who was regarded as prey.

When this happens, there is only one possibility, and that is that the Black Bear Gang has

been destroyed!

Able to single-handedly destroy the elites of the Black Bear Gang.

Who dares to provoke such a fierce man?
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The news that the Black Bear Gang was wiped out quickly spread throughout the slums.

Some gangs that had previously regarded Chase Lu as their prey were avoiding snakes

and scorpions, hiding as far away as possible.

The Black Bear Gang was a big gang in the slums, but in the blink of an eye, all the elites

were wiped out.

Anyone with a little brain dare not make trouble anymore.

Ever since, Lu Chen drove a car, took Yin Tao, and left the slums openly.

The deeds of the God of War in the slums began to spread widely.

Thirty minutes later.

The car stopped at the gate of Yin Tao’s private villa.

“Little handsome boy, do you want to come in and sit down?”

Yin Tao opened the door and got out of the car, smiling and extending the invitation.

At this moment, her clothes were in tatters, her long white legs, and her sexy and

voluptuous figure were all displayed vividly and delicately.

“No, it’s getting late. You should have a good rest.” Lu Chen declined politely.

“Little handsome boy, I’m a little scared to live here alone. How about you accompany

me tonight. If a bad guy comes, you can protect me better. How about it?” Yin Tao made

another excuse.

“If you are afraid, I will arrange for two people to guard your door. It will be safer this

way.” Lu Chen said.



“How can outsiders be as reliable as you?”

Yin Tao said with a resentful face: “Besides, the room is so dark, what if there are bad

guys hiding? You go in with me to have a look, I’m a weak woman, are you still afraid

that I will eat you?”

“this……”

Lu Chen looked embarrassed, but finally nodded: “Okay, I’ll accompany you in to

check.”

“This is the right thing, please come inside!”

Yin Tao smiled sweetly, opened the door happily, and invited Lu Chen into the villa.

The layout of the villa is relatively small and fresh, mainly based on pink tone, which is

completely girly style.

Dolls and stuffed animals can be seen everywhere, as well as cabinets full of precious

figurines.

Seeing this, Lu Chen couldn’t help but be quite surprised.

Normally, Yin Tao looks mature and charming, but she didn’t expect that she still has a

girlish heart.

Compared with appearance, the contrast is huge.

“I don’t usually live here, so I don’t take care of everything.”

“Young handsome guy, you can sit down wherever you like. You’re welcome. I’m going

to take a shower and change some clothes.”



After Yin Tao said hello, she went straight to the second floor of the villa.

Lu Chen was not idle, but looked around the villa.

If Mu Anxiang had any ulterior motives and staged a kidnapping, it would be

troublesome.

After looking upstairs and downstairs to confirm that there was no danger, Lu Chen

returned to the living room and sat down.

In the middle of the wall cabinet in the living room is a group of family photos.

Lu Chen stepped forward curiously and took a look, and found that this set of photos

were Yin Tao’s growth records.

From birth until graduation from college, there is a family photo every year.

It can be seen that Yin Tao has been a beauty since she was a child. Of course, she mainly

inherited her mother’s excellent genes.

The family of three was enjoying themselves, smiling and looking very happy.

However, this kind of happiness only lasted until Yin Tao was eighteen years old.

Because after turning eighteen, the original family photo of three people in the same

frame became two people.

There are only photos of Yin Tao and her father Yin Quan, while her mother has

disappeared.

In this situation, there are only two possibilities, either Yin Tao’s mother is deceased, or

both parents have divorced.



“What are you looking at?”

At this time, Yin Tao walked down from the second floor wearing pink silk pajamas and

curling her half-dried hair.

Seeing Lu Chen staring at the photos, she smiled slightly and said, “They are all old

photos, nothing interesting. I was too young at that time and not very photogenic.”
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“It’s already very beautiful.” Lu Chen praised politely.

As an adult, Yin Tao, although she looks a little green in the photos, is still a standard

beauty.

“It’s hard to look back on the past.”

Yin Tao opened the refrigerator door and turned around and asked: “Little handsome boy,

what do you want to drink?”

“Anything is fine.” Lu Chen said.

“okay.”

Yin Tao took out a dozen canned beers from the refrigerator and placed them on the

coffee table. At the same time, she opened a few bags of snacks and other current food

and drinks.

“Come on, let’s do it together.”

Yin Tao opened two cans of cold beer and handed one to Lu Chen.



After the two touched each other lightly, they started drinking.

“Cool!”

After drinking half the can in one go, Yin Tao smiled and narrowed her eyes.

On a hot summer day, it’s so refreshing to have a can of cold beer like this.

“Little handsome boy, what do you think of me?”

Yin Tao asked with a smile while drinking.

“People are beautiful and kind-hearted.”

Lu Chenyan gave a concise and comprehensive evaluation.

From the moment we met Yin Tao, the cooperation between the two parties has always

been a tacit understanding.

Although Yin Tao usually looks a bit out of place, she never loses her temper.

The most important thing is that the other party really treats him as a friend. Just because

of this, the two of them are worthy of a deep friendship.

“Giggle…your comment is quite fair. I thought you thought I was some kind of immoral

woman.” Yin Tao smiled sweetly.

“Many rumors are spread by lies. I believe in your character.” Lu Chen said with a smile.

“Little handsome boy, you still understand me. Come on, let’s drink.”

Yin Tao picked up the bottle of wine, touched it again, and sighed: “Actually, those

rumors are half true and half false. Many people say that I am a philanderer and like to



keep male pets in captivity. I don’t admit that I am a philanderer, but it is true that I have

male darlings in captivity.”

“Ah?” Lu Chen’s expression froze.

Yin Tao’s words caught him off guard.

“Isn’t it a surprise?”

Yin Tao raised her beautiful eyebrows and said with a smile: “The reason why I keep

male pets in captivity is not because I have any special hobbies, but mainly to ruin my

reputation.”

“What do you mean by this?” Lu Chen was even more surprised.

Women, don’t they value their reputation the most? Why are you still throwing dirty

water on yourself?

“Women, if they are beautiful, will always have some worries. Especially women like me

who come from a good family background will become victims of family marriages

when they reach the right age.”

“Three years ago, in order to achieve better development, my family planned to betroth

me to a direct descendant of the wealthy Jiang family.”

“That Young Master Jiang is a well-known pervert. Women who fall into his hands will

basically be tortured to death. In serious cases, they will even die.”

“In the beginning, I naturally disagreed with this marriage, but my personal preferences

are really insignificant compared to the interests of the family.”



“Even though they knew that Young Master Jiang was a beast, for the long-term

development of the family, the elders still chose to agree without hesitation. Even my dad

couldn’t stop him.”

“Later, I had no choice but to smear my innocence and turn myself into a woman who

was carefree and incompetent.”

“The Jiang family finally chose to break off the engagement for the sake of family

reputation, and I also escaped.”

“This is why I have a bad reputation and a bad reputation.”

Yin Tao drank beer and told her past events one by one.

She had never had a heart-to-heart talk with anyone, Lu Chen was the first one.

Somehow, she didn’t want the people in front of her to misunderstand her, alienate her, or

hold a grudge against her.

Could it be that she was really in love?

Chapter 1549

Listening to Yin Tao’s journey, Lu Chen couldn’t help but sigh.

Although some daughters of famous nobles enjoy generous treatment, they also have to

provide corresponding value to the family.

Either she has outstanding abilities and can continue to earn benefits for the family; or

she is as beautiful as a flower and can provide certain benefits to the family through

marriage.



As for a woman like Yin Tao, who is not only beautiful but also very outstanding, she is

an important step for the family to climb up.

Therefore, she couldn’t make the decision on her own when it came to her marriage. The

whole family was counting on her, and she was shouldering the burden of the entire

family.

Now, Lu Chen finally understood why Yin Tao would tarnish her reputation and be

willing to be criticized.

In the final analysis, there are no other options, and we are forced to do nothing.

“Here, drink.”

Lu Chen didn’t say much, and raised his glass to invite.

“drink!”

Yin Tao smiled, touched it lightly, and drank the remaining beer in one gulp.

Then, she opened two more cans, one for herself and one for Lu Chen.

“Actually, I am very lucky to meet you. You helped me and gave me the opportunity to

choose.”

Yin Tao said with a smile: “Since Jade Dew Cream became a hit, my current status in the

family has increased. Those elders finally stopped forcing me to marry. They feel that I

have the ability to build the Yin family into the Yan family.” A wealthy family in Beijing.

As long as I can do this, I will have the final say over the entire Yin family from now

on!”

“Really? Congratulations then.” Lu Chen smiled.



“I didn’t expect to be able to control my own destiny one day. I can only say that you are

my lucky star.” Yin Tao said with a smile.

“We make each other successful.” Lu Chen did not take any credit.

“Little handsome boy, you now understand who I am. Do you want to consider becoming

my boyfriend? I think we two will get along very well.” Yin Tao said suddenly.

Her beautiful eyes looked straight at Lu Chen, with a bit of expectation and a bit of

nervousness.

Although he usually talks a lot, this is the first time he confesses his love in such a

serious way like today.

“ah?”

Lu Chen’s smile froze and he said awkwardly: “Miss Yin, you are a very good girl, but I

already have a fiancée, so let’s just be friends.”

If you continue to break up, you will be subject to chaos. Some things should be made

clear in advance to avoid unnecessary misunderstandings.

“Pfft…I’m just teasing you, don’t be so serious.”

Yin Tao chuckled, but a hint of disappointment flashed in her eyes.

She could deceive others, but she couldn’t deceive her own heart. She really fell in love

with this mysterious and excellent man.

But it’s a pity that the other party already has his heart.

The two are destined to be together.



“It turned out to be a joke, it scared me.”

Lu Chen raised his head and took a sip to calm down his shock.

“By the way, what does your fiancée look like? When will you introduce her to me?

Maybe we can be good sisters.” Yin Tao smiled.

“You have already seen the last company opening ceremony.” Lu Chen said.

“Have you met? Who?” Yin Tao looked puzzled.

“Concubine Cao Xuan.” Lu Chen didn’t hide it.

“What?” Yin Tao was startled: “You mean, your fiancée is Chen Guogong’s

granddaughter?!”

“That’s right.” Lu Chen nodded.

Now that the matter has come to an end, he no longer intends to hide it. He will confess

when he needs to.

“No wonder… no wonder there were so many big names showing up on the opening day.

It turned out to be all because of Miss Cao.”

Yin Tao soon realized, with a face full of surprise: “I really didn’t expect that your

fiancée was actually her.”

While she was shocked, she also felt a little strange.

At first, she wondered what kind of woman could make Lu Chen so obsessed with her.

Now that she knew it was Concubine Cao Xuan, she was immediately relieved.



Concubine Cao Xuan is a beauty who ranks at the top of the rouge list. No matter in

appearance, body or temperament, she must be superior to her.

Chapter 1550

The most important thing is that the other party is the granddaughter of Chen Guogong.

Just such a level of status is enough for people to look up to.

In front of Concubine Cao Xuan, all her advantages were completely suppressed.

For a moment, she couldn’t help but feel a little ashamed of herself.

But thinking that Lu Chen could be chosen by such an outstanding woman, she felt that
she had seen the right person.

“To be honest, I was a little surprised, because when I met her, I didn’t know that she was
Chen Guogong’s granddaughter.” Lu Chen shrugged.

“So, you found a treasure?” Yin Tao teased.

“That’s right.” Lu Chen smiled noncommittally.

“Okay, then I wish you two happiness and a long life!”

Yin Tao picked up the beer, touched it hard with Lu Chen, and drank it all in one gulp.

The two drank and chatted.

After being freed from emotional constraints, I became more calm.

Yin Tao buried her love deeply in her heart.

How can life be without regrets?

If you like someone, you don’t have to own it. Isn’t it nice to be a friend and drink and
chat occasionally?

The night is getting darker.

After drinking a dozen beers, Lu Chen also chose to leave.



After watching Lu Chen drive away, Yin Tao stretched out, fell on the bed, and stared at
the ceiling in a daze.

After all, I am still a little reluctant to give up.

“Ding ding ding…”

At this time, the phone rang suddenly.

Yin Tao picked up the phone and saw that it was a call from a family elder.

“Hey, Fourth Uncle, it’s already midnight. Is there anything we can’t talk about
tomorrow?” Yin Tao asked lazily.

“Xiao Tao, there’s something urgent at home. Come back as soon as possible!” The voice
on the other end of the phone was a little nervous.

“What’s wrong?” Yin Tao was a little strange.

“It won’t be clear for a while on the phone, but you will know it when you come back.”
The voice urged.

“Okay, I’ll be there in a minute.”

After hanging up the phone, Yin Tao didn’t dare to delay. After changing her clothes, she
went out immediately.

Half an hour later.

Yin Tao drove the car all the way into the Yin family manor.

The Yin family manor is quite large, and important members of the family all live in it.

Any family gatherings would usually be held in the manor.

But meetings like this one in the middle of the night are rare.

Yin Tao got out of the car and walked to the meeting hall with familiarity.

At this moment, the meeting hall was brightly lit.



The core members of the Yin family were all sitting upright, not daring to move, looking
very nervous.

Behind these people stood a row of bodyguards wearing suits and sunglasses.

The waists of each bodyguard were bulging, and weapons were obviously hidden.

“Fourth uncle, I’m here. Why are you so anxious?”

Yin Tao walked through the door unobstructed, but when she saw the strange atmosphere
in the meeting hall, she immediately realized something was wrong.

Especially the bodyguards, all of whom are unfamiliar faces, are obviously abnormal.

“Fourth uncle, you…”

Just when Yin Tao was about to ask something, a cold pistol was suddenly pressed
against the back of her head.


